Informational power has now been coined as a national power along with political, economic and military powers. Moreover, Information Operations (IO) is a key stratagem to protect and facilitate our national interests across the full spectrum of engagement. The Depart of Defense what virtual means, how it will be used for IO, and how a joint reserve unit is structured and functions. Furthermore, I will make a recommendation on how and where this/these JRVIO(s) should be utilized to support overall DoD Information Operations and specifically, Joint Commands and inter-agency organizations.
THE JOINT RESERVE COMPONENT VIRTUAL INFORMATION OPERATIONS ORGANIZATION (JRVIO); CYBER WARRIORS JUST A CLICK AWAY
Know the enemy, know yourself; your victory will never be endangered. Know the ground, know the weather; your victory will then be total.
Sun Tzu
As we enter into the new millennium, the enemy, ground and even the weather is not always known to us. The enemies of the United States have gone from mechanized juggernauts and nuclear powers to unfamiliar ones and independent actors / terrorists. The ground went from 3 dimensions with real properties to now a new dimension Cyber Space with introduction of the computer age. To reach the "total victory" articulated by Sun Tzu, the U.S., according to Joint Vision 2020, requires full spectrum dominance.
Information, knowledge and influence present our nation with perhaps its most perplexing challenges in this new century. Part of this challenge is how and when to weld this new element of national power and achieve information superiority, a key enabler, in all battle spaces to attain full spectrum dominance.
The Department of Defense (DoD) views information operations and information assurance as strategic tools/objectives to attain information superiority. Furthermore, DoD deems the arena where information warfare will be fought as the "virtual ground" of cyber space. But who will be these Cyber Warriors? They will be a combination of Active Component (AC) and Reserve One may ask, what is a joint reserve unit or what is a virtual organization, let alone a combination of the two to form a JRVIO? This paper will address these issues, how they apply to information operations and make a recommendation on how and where this/these JRVIO(s)
should be utilized to support overall DoD Information Operations.
BACKGROUND

WHY INFORMATION OPERATIONS?
Attacks on Defense computer systems are a serious and growing threat. The exact number of attacks cannot be readily determined because only a small portion are actually detected and reported. However, Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) data implies that Defense may have experienced as many as 250,000 attacks last year. DISA information also shows that attacks are successful 65 percent of the time, and that the number of attacks is doubling each year, as Internet use increases along with the sophistication of "hackers" and their tools. Whereas, Information Warfare is information operations conducted during time of crisis or conflict to achieve specific objectives over a specific adversary or adversaries.
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The joint force must be able to take advantage of superior information, converted to superior knowledge, to achieve decision superiority -better decisions arrived at and implemented faster than an opponent can react; or in a non-combat situation, at a tempo that allows the force to shape the situation or react to changes and accomplish its mission.
Developing the capability to conduct successful operations in the information domain requires an innovative, flexible organization that can keep pace with the constant evolution of the information environment. Structuring the Reserve Component to support and, in some cases, lead this effort is critical to the achievement of information superiority.
WHAT IS THE JRVIO INITIATIVE?
One of these alternative concepts of employment of Reserve Component armed services was in support of information operations for various governmental agencies. This is based on our adversaries and independent actors information warfare capabilities, the commercial availability and technological advances in information operations, and the U.S.'s own capacity to wage information warfare. Virtual teams, although a relatively new initiative, have been studied over the past seven years. However, the shortcomings of this research are that most virtual organizations are stood-up for specific projects and for short durations (weeks, months or a year). Therefore, the long-term effects, as they would pertain to a JRVIO, will be extrapolated for this paper. This research, military dynamics and analysis will be applied to formulate the feasibility and functional ability of JRVIOs. In particular, this study will examine cultural, technological concepts, emotional/team dynamics, and linkage factors that impact on JRVIOs and make recommendations to overcome these challenges or sustain these qualities.
CULTURE AND ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS
For most people joining a virtual organization is a not only an organizational change but a cultural one involving new interpersonal relationships, new means of communication, and an alternate work ethic and climate. The development of a new organization triggers its own cultural dynamic based on the change anxiety that accompanies it. These are adjustments or conversions in values, norms, expectations, vision and practices. 10 However, moving towards virtual organization expands these already inherent cultural shifts due to change.
The major cultural shift in virtual organizations is the absence of physical contact with the members. The lack of face-to-face interaction causes a cultural shift in communication skills, leadership, and trust. To communicate with team members in an only text based manner, is often considered cold and is devoid of emotion or inflection. This may cause difficulties in deriving the meaning or sentiments that are being expressed, and they can be easily misconstrued. Leadership styles and techniques are similarly constrained over the net. A leader's job is less on keeping accountability of personnel and more on influencing personnel to be productive, communicate and report on a regular basis. The leader still must provide vision, develop trust, prioritize work, establish norms and rules, reward success, and discipline shortcomings. The virtual leaders main duty is to proactively manage factors of group dynamics, misconstrued communication and instilling trust in them and of all members of the group.
Probably the biggest cultural change and obstacle to overcome is trust. The cultural dynamic of a virtual team has three factors that undermine or impede trust: (1) no common past or future, (2) culturally diverse and geographically dispersed, and (3) electronically communicating. The traditional conceptualization of trust assumes that trust resides in personal relationships and past or future memberships in common social networks that define the shared norms of obligation and responsibility. The lack of past and future association decreases the potential existence of trust. The diversity in cultural and geographic backgrounds should similarly challenge the potential existence of trust. Finally, there are the arguments that trust needs physical touch, which the current technological context also eliminated.
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The ability to trust and cultural differences will be compounded in virtual organizations based on specific parent organizational cultures, generational differences (based on experiences in technology and computers, and how technology has integrated in to our daily lives), and informal trust networks that develop. These will be evident in JRVIOs for the reasons stated above but may be amplified due to the rigidity of service regulations, traditions and norms. Inter-service and intra-service rivalries, and a hierarchical institution breed informal trust networks in the Armed Services that may undermine a cohesive organization.
OVERCOMING CULTURAL CHANGE
Overcoming cultural change in any virtual organization will not be uncomplicated, however, it should not be insurmountable. Let's deal with some recommendations.
Communication:
• When using text-only messages develop guidelines to let your teammates know your intent. One method is emoticons.
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• Define specific times when the team members will communicate. Moreover, establish a norm that when communicated the response should be within a defined time period.
• Use all methods of cyber communication, e-mail, chat rooms, websites, etc.
• Use the telephone, fax, teleconferences and Video teleconferencing (VTC) occasionally to provide other dimensions to your relationships.
• And probably, most importantly, include face-to-face time if possible. This will provide a better understanding of each other, which will help communication and trust.
Leadership:
• Establish norms and guidelines up front and enforce them.
• Provide vision and guidance to the organization and each team member.
• Provide the organization and individuals with periodic updates on performance.
• Keep the organization focused based on your goals and vision.
• Remember to reward and recognize your people.
Trust:
• State upfront why trust is important, what the pitfalls are with trust in a virtual organization and how a virtual organization can overcome these pitfalls.
• Make that first meeting or contact face-to-face if possible, if not use a VTC.
• Rotate leaders from time to time, as a reward for good work.
• Engage in-group activities, even if it is webbed based.
• Attempt to defuse the biases of informal networks by effectively building a team. 
TECHNOLOGY, THE GLUE OF A VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR JRVIO TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
The main hypothesis supporting the formation of JRVIOs is their flexibility and independence. These must remain paramount in the creation of technology support systems.
With this in mind, the following are recommendations for the technology sustainment:
• A standard collaboration workspace system or systems must be established for the JRVIO and the supported agencies, as well as, between the JRVIOs to interconnect all parties.
This will maximize the RC worth to their AC partners and incorporate cross training and interoperability.
• All system connectivity requirements must be addressed and resolved prior to any establishment of JRVIOs.
• Access for secure connections to DoD systems (classified and unclassified). These should be at a fixed installation and provide the ability for remote access. The remote access is required for non-standard and/or compartmentalized information operations.
• There should be established intranets and JRVIO websites within the confines of existing DoD systems. This will facilitate easy access to shared information and can provide a media for communications (chat rooms, videos, etc.) . It provides close loop nets, which allows members to link-up virtually for planning, training, exercises, meetings, etc.
• Members of JRVIOs should be issued state of the art laptop computers with removable hard drives (classified and unclassified) for ease of use and transportability. This will facilitate the use of the computer for classified and unclassified work, and force protection procedures. Besides the TRANSCOM unit, there are two other units that can be used as models. The geographic CINCs are more interested in on-site support than virtual support for crisis action and deliberate planning. They largely discounted the ability of the RC to provide them with virtual information operations planning support as they considered it unworkable and generally too difficult to manage.
JRVIO FORCE STRUCTURE
17 Based on all the CINCs' desires, the Unified Commands were not recommended in the JRVIO study to be fielded JRVIOs at this time pending further research.
HOW DO JRVIOS FUNCTION?
The paradigm for the JRVIO denotes that the organizations will be an element in the supported agency. Moreover, the personnel serving in the JRVIOs would be billeted against positions in the supported organizations' Joint Table of Manpower Distribution (JTMD).
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Although the JRVIOs will be embedded in the organizational structure to enhance their parent organization's mission, they will be dispersed geographically and supporting at different times.
Operationally this thesis is feasible given the proper technological advances previously stated.
But how will they function in the all-important world of administration? Who will support them?
The current plan is for the parent or supported agency to provide all the administrative, operations and training support for their JRVIO and its members from four separate services with its unique regulations. Command and control (C2) will be exercised as in any existing
Reserve Component chain of command. The supported organization will assign missions to the supporting organization for their primary peacetime missions. The JRVIOs will rely on dedicated Fulltime Support (FTS) personnel resident at the supported organization in the RC support element. These FTS personnel along with parent RC Commanders will provide administrative support and operational coordination in accordance with Service unique procedures and pre-existing arrangements. Administrative control will be exercised through approved Service channels and in accordance with established Service procedures. Mission and administrative guidance will flow from the various staff elements designated by the supported organizations for JRVIO support to the virtual organization. In terms of administrative guidance, the full time personnel supporting the JRVIO at each organization will provide administrative support, managerial direction and operational focus. The parent Reserve
Component will provide administrative support for Service specific matters. Some training for JRVIO members may be required on-site. However, under routine operational conditions, the normal mode of operation for the JRVIOs will be to accomplish required training, administration and assigned missions, tasks and activities virtually.
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In this scheme the administrative burden is placed on the supported organization and its organic RC fulltime support. This fulltime support mission is there to aid the entire organization not just the JRVIO. The issues that arise from this design are the possibility that the JRVIO will be disenfranchised or will overburden the staff due to significant complications of a virtual structure. The major complications are: skill identifiers, accession and retention, career progression, personnel security requirements, training and interoperability.
The JRVIOs are centrally controlled by their parent agency but execute in a completely decentralized manner. Which is very different from a standard ready reserve unit. Whereby, the members assemble each month and two weeks out of the year for training, operations and administration. A JRVIO will assemble virtually in a team room to work through issues, but mainly each member will work independently on a flexible drill schedule. The unit member simply develops a command approved work plan for their IDT. Once the work plan has been executed, the reservist submits the hours and type of projects/work completed on a service specific form (e.g. DA Form 1380), along with the actual product to the appropriate authority for confirmation, to the unit administrator for pay and retirement points.
However, this technique does not accommodate collective training or mandatory training that is hands-on or physical. This will be a challenge for JRVIOs or any virtual organization.
Additionally, career progression and retention are a concern in these units. Being virtual, and in a unit that may include only 50 positions, promotions and career progression is constrained. To attract and retain these highly qualified professionals, JRVIOs must be structured to provide upward mobility, career qualifying jobs and opportunities for career schooling. The current proposed structure states that this is a concern but does not provide solutions or alternatives.
WHO WILL BE THESE CYBER WARRIORS AND WHAT DO THEY NEED?
The military is constantly at odds with training and retaining qualified computer network operations and information technology (CNO/IT) specialists. Normally, these specialists are constantly at training trying to keep up with emerging technologies and information operations strategies, which remove them from the unit operations. Once trained, they are drawn to higher paying jobs in the private sector. This phenomenon is one of the main premises for forming JRVIOs -to tap into the civilian sector for CNO/IT specialists to staff the JRVIOs.
This concept is quite ingenious when you look at it in depth. The government can recruit from a pool of civilian experts that have already been trained by the government or the civilian sector at a relatively low cost (AC vs. RC expenses), and for specific durations as opposed to fulltime. The reservist is content because he or she can keep the lucrative civilian job and still serve their country. And, in a virtual organization, remain where they reside with minimal travel and time away from work or home. Furthermore, this community of professionals understands, is accustomed to, and can operate in a virtual environment. These ideas do not just lend themselves to computer technology but as cited by the JRVIO study, to advertising and journalism as well.
"It is quite possible that IO functions concerning Psychological Operations (PSYOP) could quite skillfully and appropriately be met by Reservists who have highly sought-after civilian employment skills developed from working at advertising agencies, TV and radio broadcast stations, and magazines and newspapers... With the appropriate level bandwidth, products created virtually in the audio-visual realm could easily be transmitted worldwide in foreign languages translated by skilled virtual linguists. A special technical operations (STO) organization could also be value-added via appropriate reachback connectivity."
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Besides these civilian skills, which can be converted into military specialty codes 22 , new cyber warriors need to obtain required security clearances to work DoD information warfare and exploit the classified communications systems required to interconnect a virtual organization.
WILL IT WORK -TESTING AND RED TEAMING?
Once these teams have been established they will need to be tested and trained. One of the areas that the JRVIO study did not address was that of testing the systems that they will be using and the units themselves. 
RECOMMENDATIONS
FORCE STRUCTURE
The JRVIO proposed structure does not provide the best operational support to the supported organization, and the parent organization will not be able to adequately look after its administrative and training requirements. Therefore, based on the analysis and research from this project, the structure in Figure 2 is recommended. Other pools for recruitment are Silicon Valley, the Northwest, universities and computer/hacker clubs. These out of the box thinkers would be great candidates for the Red Team.
JRVIO
COMMAND AND CONTROL, AND OPERATIONS
If the proposed JRVIO structure is adopted, command and control, standardization, and mutual supportability will not be a factor. The JRVIO headquarters under the guidance of USSPACECOM will orchestrate the support to its different entities and be responsible for their centralized training and evaluation, and all administrative functions. This cuts the overhead for each of the supported organizations and streamlines the administrative operations into one center with experts for each of the services. These savings can be used to stand-up the JRVIO headquarters.
Since C2 and operations are centralized, the challenges of flexible drill, monitoring performance and drill execution are resolved. A standardized flexible drill policy and work tracking mechanisms, based on current and future modified (if required) regulations, can be developed and implemented. This method can be employed for training, both service specific mandatory training and information operations training. All members of a JRVIO team or anyone in a JRVIO could link-up virtually each month or any specified time for training through a virtual room or website that can be monitored by the headquarters for evaluation and performance confirmation. In this structure the JRVIOs can cross train and provide mutual support. 23 Additionally, each JRVIO reservist is required to attend at least 3 days of annual training (AT) with all the organization's members at the supported agency to provide a venue for physical and social interaction, which will help build the team, develop trust, reinforce norms, and develop organizational and operational best practices.
C2 and training can be facilitated if you recruit from the pools previously suggested. The recruitment would create hubs or nodes of personnel in these target areas. This is key where locals can support different agencies and other JRVIO teams, and can physically come together to support each other and for training. Moreover, in most cases they can work physically with the supported unit. This is the concept for the CINC support teams. These teams would be recruited primarily from the civilian and contractor workforce in the Unified Command or surrounding area. An additional operational advantage to the hub system is dispersion of the forces, which facilitates the defense hubs for geographic areas, force protection and multiple offensive platforms to project information warfare.
TRAINING
Most of the information operations training for the JRVIOs will be completed or conducted through their civilian jobs and professional programs. Any individual augmentation and specific training on unique or specialized hardware and software will be done through webbased education sites. If this is not possible, attendance to classes will be the answer.
Military and collective unit training again will be conducted primarily through the web or through another communication medias. The advantage to this method is reduced cost and realistic application of the operational environment the JRVIOs would be functioning in for missions. Training that requires physical action or a hands on approach, can be accomplished during AT deployments, with a local military organization and through mobile training teams from the supported organizations, the JRVIO headquarters and/or USSPACECOM.
ACCESSION, CAREER PROGRESSION AND RETENTION
DoD will be required to develop "out of the box" concepts to recruit and retain cyber warriors. One battle that has been partially won is monetary compensation. This is supplied through their civilian employment. What other approaches can be engineered to make JRVIOs appealing?
• Certification and accreditation of civilian acquired skills must be approved by the reservist's parent service. • DoD creates a generic CNO/IT MOS (service immaterial) with additional skill identifiers (ASIs) for information offense operations and defense operations. This serves two purposes. One, the MOS can be awarded based on civilian required skills and/or formal military training. Two, it widens the pool of candidates for the positions by making it service immaterial and any information skill person can fill the billet regardless of service.
• Cyber warriors ought to be compensated for their unique skills and training, similar to language proficiency and hazardous duty, and bonuses awarded for enlistment and reenlistment into JRVIOs. Moreover, other incentives or perks can be given to JRVIO members such as, full commissary privileges, worldwide space available travel, an individually selected school per year, in addition to their AT, and others.
• Structure the JTMD to have NCOs' and officers' positions with banded ranks. The bands could be E5-E7, E8-E9, O2-O4, and O5-O6 or any combination that makes sense. This provides for upward mobility and retention in the units. Once a service member is qualified and selected for promotion, he or she can be promoted in the same unit and even the same job. In this way, the soldier is not promoted out of the unit and is retained. Obviously, the command structure and specific positions will need to be developed on leadership, technical skills and other criteria for all the organizations.
A possible hierarchical structure may be a brigadier general (O7) as the JRVIO Headquarters commander with a general staff and each subordinate JRVIO commanded by a colonel or captain (O6). Each commander is authorized a senior NCO (E9). The subordinated JRVIOs could be structured into teams of varies sizes and functions. This then would present an internal structure for career progression.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Information warfare is another tool for our National Military Strategy and across all dimensions of the actual and perceived battle space and civilian sectors. With computer codes the worldwide web, wireless communications, and computer hubs crisscrossing the earth and infiltrating most of our daily lives, and with the commercial proliferation and availability of these emerging technologies, new and innovative warriors and organizations must emerge to meet any and all information operations challenges. As this study indicated, these warriors will come together across the electrons to strike our enemies and defend our cyber shores virtually. Once thought a novel idea, it is now on the verge of becoming a reality, a combat multiplier and, in a fiscally and resourced constrained world, a necessity.
If one desires a new and improved concept then you must make changes to facilitate it.
Many readers will say you can't do that or this because it's against the regulations or it's never been done before. But, if you believe in an idea and push it, it can happen. People said we would not have an integrated military or women in combat, and we have them. And those initiatives were cultural, social and not just administrative or regulation changes. All of these recommendations and initiatives are administrative that each service or DoD can implement overnight. JRVIOs can be a reality if DoD implements the recommendations and "out of the box" ideas outlined in this paper. But will DoD take that "leap of faith?" WORD COUNT = 6,440 (DPG) , which mandated that DOD conduct a study examining RC employment in support of the defense strategy across the full range of employment options including homeland defense, smaller-scale contingencies (SSC), and major theater wars (MTW). The DPG directed that the study:
ENDNOTES
• Consider alternative concepts for employing Reserve Component forces in the future.
• Review the full range of combat and support Reserve Component roles in current operational plans and assess currently planned employment.
• Identify and assess potential Reserve Component missions in the continental United States (CONUS) and outside CONUS in peacetime and across the full spectrum of conflict, including the reserve component's role in the strategic reserve.
• Develop and assess alternative employment roles and force-mix concepts, including an evaluation of costs, benefits and risks for each option.
• Assess Reserve Component resourcing for current and recommended requirements. Overall, the study examined how to access and use Reserve Component forces more readily and what it would take to fund, field and equip these forces. The study determined that there should be 20 follow-on RCE-05 studies, reviews and other assessments to provide a more complete review of the reserve component integration concepts. In July 1999, the Secretary of Defense approved the recommendations and directed further studies. One of these selected for further study was the Joint Reserve Component Virtual Information Operations Organization.
initiate JRVIO operations. The drilling reserve positions and the formation of the organizations will be established in FY 03 using existing billets from the services. The JRVIO's billets will increase incrementally each year until full-recommended end strength is reached in FY07. The projected end strength is 633 authorized positions.
12 Emoticons are a very clever use of standard punctuation marks to express a human emotion. David Gould, Ed. D, "Virtual Teams," accessed 7 February 2002. 13 Ibid. Some brief explanations of some of these technologies follow.
• Groupware or Collaboration software enables teams of people to work on the same document at different times. Software programs allow team members to share ideas and information, work together on projects, and take part in-group discussions with all team members. It also allows team members to create and share documents that include text, presentation graphics, scanned images, sound, video and more. Most importantly, this software offers several levels of security so that sensitive information is not compromised when collaborating with people outside of the organization.
• Newsgroups, bulletin boards and electronic mail on the Internet linking to a world-wide, networked computing community with millions of users from government, business, research, industry and education.
• Intranets are essentially communication tools that operate by linking an organization's computers in a way similar to the Internet. It is a closed network, however, which is accessible to people within the organization (and maybe approved outsiders). Like the Internet, its users access it by means of a piece of software called a "browser," which allows them to look at pages of text and images which are hosted on a company server. The user clicks on links written into these pages to go to other pages. The potential for collaborative work is enhanced by Intranets, it provides a means for team members to have a "window" on each other's progress and assist each other in troubleshooting.
